The two-fold cost of sex
Let's start with a simple illustration of this evolutionary puzzle. Consider a population of asexual, single-celled organisms. Each individual in this population consumes food throughout its lifetime, then clones itself to produce two daughter cells. Each member of the population contributes its fair share to the hard work of producing offspring and therefore the population grows as quickly as it possibly can. Now consider a sexual population consisting of both males and females. In this case, everybody eats, but only the females devote their physical resources to producing offspring. Males are only there to fertilize females; they typically do not contribute to the hard and resource-intensive task of reproduction. If half of the population is male, which is generally the case in sexual species, then the population will produce only half as many offspring as it would have if it were composed entirely of asexually reproducing individuals. Clearly, this is a large cost to the population, which is often referred to as "the cost of males".
Since sex is such an inefficient way of reproducing, we would expect asexuals to easily out-compete their sexually reproducing relatives and take over any population. However, this is not what happens-in fact, in nature most animals, plants, and fungi reproduce sexually!
Unusual forms of sex
Did you know that not all sexual species have male and female individuals? Some snail and earthworm species consist only of hermaphrodites, which means that each individual has both male and female reproductive organs and produces two kinds of gametes: a large one, called the egg, and a tiny one, called the sperm. Many plants are also hermaphrodites-one plant can produce both male and female flowers, or flowers that have both male and female parts. Do hermaphrodites then escape the cost of sex? Not quite! Hermaphrodites must also invest their body's resources in developing both male and female organs to produce two kinds of gametes.
Hermaphrodites can reproduce in a variety of ways. In hermaphroditic snail species, two snails meet, mate, and fertilize each others' eggs with sperm! Other hermaphrodites, such as the mangrove killifish, don't need others to reproduce. Instead, each individual unites its own eggs and sperm inside its body to make offspring. The egg and sperm are still produced by randomly reshuffling the individual's two sets of chromosomes, and so even in this manner of sexual reproduction the offspring can have genetic combinations that are different than their parent's.
If you thought that was wild, wait for this. Many fish are sequential hermaphrodites, which means the same individual can be male for some time and female for some time, but not both at the same time. The colorful clownfish lives in groups where the largest fish is a female. This female reproduces with the second largest fish in the group, a male, while all the other fish are males that do not reproduce. When the sole female dies or is removed from the group, the reproductive male turns into a female, and the next largest male becomes the new reproductive male! Sexual reproduction also works without eggs and sperm. In many microorganisms, the two haploid cells that fuse during sex are the same size, and so there are no males or females at all. These organisms thus avoid the two-fold cost of males, while still enjoying the benefits of genetic reshuffling!
The need for speed in adaptation
Why, then, is sex so widespread across life forms? Important hints come from tiny animals, such as rotifers and water fleas, that can switch between being sexual and asexual. Such organisms typically reproduce asexually-resulting in offspring that are almost identical to the parent. However, when environmental conditions worsen, they instead look for a mate and produce the next generation sexually. What happens in this round of reproduction? Each animal creates one type of gamete-a sperm or an egg cell. As you might recall from previous issues, gametes are haploid, i.e., they contain only one set of chromosomes, while all other cells of the organism are diploid (with two sets of chromosomes). Gametes are formed when a diploid cell in the reproductive organs undergoes a special kind of cell division known as meiosis. During meiosis, the two chromosomes within each pair "recombine", i.e., exchange pieces. This results in a new pair of chromosomes with shuffled genes (Figure 1) . The gamete then randomly inherits one of these reshuffled chromosomes from each pair. During sexual reproduction, gametes fuse to form a zygote-an embryo with two sets of chromosomes-that then develops into a new individual. Obviously, there is a large amount of change involved in this round of reproduction. Offspring are neither identical to each other nor to their parents, rather, they each inherit a different random combination of their parents' genetic material. In fact, some of these offspring may have new combinations that give them a competitive advantage over their parents and other siblings, allowing them to thrive and reproduce in the new environment. Therefore, it appears that one strategy to adapt to stressful environmental changes is to create genetically diverse offspring-then the likelihood that at least some of these offspring will survive is higher than when all offspring are identical.
One example of a rapidly changing environmental factor that can put a lot of pressure on populations is the threat of pathogens. Pathogens, such as bacteria or viruses, infect their hosts by targeting specific host proteins. Think of it this way: the pathogen has a key that it tries to fit into the host cell's lock; if the key fits, it can access the organism's resources, and use them for itself. The pathogen changes its key constantly (either via random mutation or genetic reshuffling) so it can open the lock more easily, and the only way the host can survive is by altering the lock to avoid infection. Such a situation is often referred to as an "evolutionary arms race". How does the host achieve rapid changes to its lock? Like its counterpart, either via mutation or by reshuffling genetic material to create new versions of the lock. Experiments on the worm Caenorhabditis elegans have shown that populations that reshuffle their genetic material through sexual reproduction are better and faster at combating bacterial pathogens than genetically identical populations that only rely on mutations as a source of change. But how exactly does recombination speed up adaptation?
Combining two beneficial mutations
One of the reasons sex and recombination are so useful is related to the infrequency with which mutations arise. The genome typically contains millions or billions of building blocks called bases. Each time a cell divides, the entire genome is replicated. Sometimes errors occur during replication, resulting in an incorrectly copied base. These copying errors, or mutations, in turn result in changes in the type of base at certain sites in the genome. Mutations are generally quite rare, and in every generation only a small minority of the sites in an individual's genome are affected by a mutation. The human genome, for example, contains 3 billion bases, and only about 100 of these mutate in one generation. Of these 100 mutations, only 1-2 are expected to land in a gene, since genes occupy only a small part of the whole genome (most of the genome is non-coding DNA). From previous issues, you might recall that genes provide the blueprint for building proteins that do most of the work in the cell-this means that such mutations can change how cells and organisms function, for better or for worse. Now imagine a scenario where there are two specific sites in the genome that are beneficial to the organism when mutated. Moreover, an individual with both mutations receives the benefits of both. For instance, suppose one mutation results in stronger muscles, and the other improves vision. The question is, how does an individual acquire both mutations in an asexually reproducing population versus in a sexually reproducing one?
In the asexual scenario, this can only happen if an individual acquires a beneficial mutation that she passes on to her descendants, and then one of these descendants acquires the second beneficial mutation. Crucially, both beneficial mutations must occur in the same lineage (line of descendants). Since very few sites mutate in one generation in any individual, the chance that an individual gets one of the mutations and then the same individual or her descendants also get the other mutation is very low. It is far more likely that the second mutation will occur in a different lineage, with which there is no way to exchange genetic material. This will result in one individual and her descendants-going back to our example above-having strong muscles and a different individual and her descendants having good vision. If both have a similar level of increased fitness as compared to the other (non-mutated) individuals, these families will then compete within the population, but cannot combine their good mutations. The population is stuck with competition among sub-optimal families until a lucky individual in one of the families acquires the missing mutation, finally creating the fittest combination of traits. Now consider a sexual population. A mutation hits any one site only rarely, and as we saw above, it is far more likely that the two desired mutations will occur in unrelated individuals in the population. This time, there is an easy way to create an individual who has both mutations on the same stretch of DNA. If an individual with strong muscles mates with a sharp-sighted individual, their offspring might get both mutations, one from the maternal chromosome, the other from the paternal chromosome. When this individual grows up and makes sperm or egg cells, recombination will reshuffle the two chromosomes and might create the desired combination: the strong-muscle mutation and the good-vision mutation on one superior chromosome. All descendants of this individual who inherit this super-combination will be fitter and thus will typically have more surviving offspring than other individuals in the population (who carry at most one of the mutations). Some of these offspring will again inherit the super-combination and pass it on to some of their offspring and so on, causing the super-combination to spread through the population (see Figure 2 ).
Thus, in this example, evolution is much faster and more efficient in the sexual case, where individuals exchange genetic material with each other. Although many sexual popu-lations suffer the two-fold cost of sex, meaning they produce fewer offspring than asexual populations in each generation, they can evolve towards the fittest trait combinations faster than asexual populations. This is especially important if the environment of a population is undergoing drastic changes, for example, if rapidly mutating pathogens are causing an epidemic, or deadly antibiotics are added to the plate of food that bacteria are growing on, or if an ice age hits the Earth. 
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The benefits of sex depend on the evolutionary situation
Now let us consider a slightly different question-does reshuffling genes from different individuals always help a population become fitter? Consider a population where most (but not all) individuals have genomes that carry both beneficial mutations. These individuals can boast of strong muscles and sharp vision-the optimal trait combination in our imaginary example. If such a genome recombines with a genome that lacks these good mutations, then the offspring might actually end up having only one of the good mutations! In this case recombination actually has a negative effect as it breaks up optimal trait combinations. Reshuffling genetic material is thus a random process that sometimes brings beneficial mutations together and sometimes separates them. If most individuals in the population have only one or the other desired mutation, reshuffling will mostly help in the adaptation, while if most of the population already has the optimal trait combination, recombination will do more harm than good. As you can see, sex is a double-edged sword.
In fact, it is possible that an individual's ability to reshuffle its genome is itself controlled by a particular gene. If an individual with a super-combination of good mutations acquires a "no-recombination" mutation on this gene, then it will be able to pass on its perfectly adapted genome-including the "no-recombination" mutation-to all of its offspring. Its descendants will do the same and eventually outnumber the sexually reproducing families in the population, because they avoid the harmful recombination. In turn, when environmental conditions change and new trait combinations are needed, a mutation that restores the ability to recombine and have sex will be beneficial again, and spread in the population. Therefore, it is important to realize that the evolutionary benefits of recombination and sexual reproduction depend on how fit the population is to start with. Further, recombination itself can evolve over several generations like any other trait, because it will be preferred when new trait combinations are needed, and discarded when it would mostly break up well-adapted trait combinations.
Population size matters!
An important assumption we have made so far is that mutations are unlikely to randomly occur at both of the required sites in a single genome. This is because the rate of mutation is very low. Thus if a particular site in the genome mutates with probability 1/1000, then the chance that two independent sites would mutate is (1/1000) × (1/1000) or 1 in a million-a much lower number.
The chance of observing such an unlikely event in a small population (with, say, 100 individuals) is almost negligible. But what happens if the population is enormous? Mutations per individual per generation will still be rare, but since there are a lot of individuals, there is likely to be at least one individual among these who ends up with both required mutations, just by chance. This is true in general of any improbable event (such as winning a lottery, or in this example, a genetic lottery!). If just 100 people buy lottery tickets, it is very likely that no one has the winning numbers. However, if a million people buy lottery tickets, it is likely that someone hits the jackpot.
Thus, the larger the population, the higher the chance that it has at least one genome in which-going back to our example-both the strong muscle gene and good vision gene randomly mutated. This explains why recombination is very beneficial in small populations where waiting for mutations is not feasible, but less so in large populations where mutations at the right sites have a reasonably high chance of arising. This might also explain why bacteria, whose population sizes reach billions, can afford to reproduce asexually and still be very viable.
You might recall from the third issue that even bacteria sometimes exchange genetic material via tiny rings of DNA called plasmids. This can be especially crucial when adapting to extreme environmental conditions, such as the high temperatures in hot springs or high concentrations of antibiotics in the human body, which again hints at the importance of quick reshuffling during adaptation, even for those numerous bacteria.
Removing harmful mutations
We already have one answer to our question about why recombination is advantageous. But there is another reason. Recall that mutations can change how proteins are built and how they function. Thus most mutations actually tend to be harmful-simply because there are more ways to break a protein (that has been almost perfected by millions of years of evolution) than to improve it. Now think about what happens in an asexual population. Mutations (mostly harmful) arise at random sites of the genome of an individual. The individual passes on all these mutations to its offspring, who acquire a few more mutations (again mostly harmful) of their own. Thus, the offspring passes on an even higher number of harmful mutations to its offspring. In fact, the number of harmful mutations within any lineage keeps increasing at a slow but steady rate. In extreme cases, an asexual population may have so many harmful mutations that it could even go extinct! The only way to get better again is if one of the sites with a bad mutation now mutates back to the original good variant in at least one individual. Moreover, this mutation cannot occur in just any cell of the individual, it has to occur in the gametes in order to be passed on to the next generation. However, such "back mutations" are an unlikely source of improvement in a population, unless the change is enormous.
Getting rid of harmful mutations without sex
To estimate the likelihood of back mutations (that revert any site in the genome to its harmless state), consider the human genome, which has 3 billion bases. In every generation, around 100 new random mutations occur in an individual. The chance that one specific site mutates in this individual is thus 100 in 3 billion, which is about 3 · 10 −8 . If we consider a population of 1000 individuals, the chance that this site mutates in at least one of them is 1000 times higher: 3 · 10 −5 . However, this is still an incredibly low probability. It takes a population size of at least ten million to make this probability of back-mutation at any particular site a realistic number, like 0.3. Therefore, the size of the population will again determine whether the genetic changes required to become fitter can be achieved by random mutations alone. While large bacterial populations might be fine waiting for the right mutations, animals and plants that live in small populations will need additional mechanisms to eliminate bad mutations from their genomes.
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Fig. 3: The first scenario represents an asexual population where recombination cannot reshuffle the two chromosomes. In this case, harmful mutations will be transmitted to the offspring. The second scenario shows that in a sexual population, recombination can reshuffle the two chromosomes and transmit a chromosome with fewer harmful mutations to the offspring (the fittest offspring is marked by a yellow star).
So let's see if sex can offer a partial solution to this problem. The meeting of genomes from different individuals and their recombination again seems to be a superpower, as it allows for the reshuffling of parts of the genome. Since individuals who meet for mating most likely have bad mutations in different parts of their genomes, reshuffling can create combinations that inherit the good, mutationfree parts from each parent's genome. Offspring inheriting these combinations will be fitter than their parents. They will, of course, also be superior to other siblings who might have unluckily inherited the bad mutations of both parents. Therefore, these lucky offspring will leave more offspring of their own than will the less fit members of the population. Thus sex, which involves the exchange and reshuffling of genetic material from different individuals, is also good for quickly removing bad mutations from populations, thereby increasing their overall fitness (see Figure 3) .
Testing the benefits of sex in the lab
Initially, the hypotheses about the evolution of sex were based primarily on mathematical models and logical reasoning, quite similar to what we have discussed so far. However, scientists have since tested and even confirmed some of these theories experimentally. One such interesting experiment was carried out with baker's yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which can reproduce both sexually and asexually.
Researchers took advantage of this feature to explore whether sexually and asexually reproducing yeast populations adapt differently to changing conditions. They put the yeast populations into a new environment and let them evolve for over 1000 generations. To establish how well the populations had adapted, they measured the growth rate of each population in the new environment at the beginning and at the end of the experiment. Both sexual and asexual populations improved their growth rate over 1000 generations, but the sexual ones experienced a notably larger improvement. What was going on in the genomes of the sexual yeast populations that made them better adapted in the end? The researchers looked into this using DNA sequencing.
You would expect that some good mutations arose in some yeast cells, became frequent in the population, and made them better adapted. That's correct-yellow lines in Figure  B show that this is indeed the fate of good mutations in both the sexual and asexual populations: they increase in frequency over generations. What is different is that harmful mutations (blue lines) also increase in frequency in asexual populations, while in sexual populations they eventually disappear. What causes this difference? Well, harmful mutations should not increase in frequency unless they happen to be in a genome with a very good mutation. Recall that asexuals do not have recombination, and so there is no way to decouple these two kinds of mutations-they will share the same evolutionary fate. When yeast has sex, however, it reshuffles chromosomes, and harmful mutations eventually separate from good mutations. Thus, optimal genomes increase in frequency, while genomes with only bad mutations soon disappear. 
Conclusion
Thus, the key benefit of sex is its ability to reshuffle and recombine different parts of the genome. Recombination allows offspring to inherit new combinations of genes not present in the parental generation. This can be especially important when a population is poorly adapted, and the other source of changemutation-is too unlikely to provide the genetic variation required for adaptation. Sexual reproduction does create a new set of challenges for a species, which require specialization and adaptation. For example, how to choose a mate to make the largest number of and the fittest babies? Should one try to find as many mates as possible or just a single very good mate? Most animals and plants evolved two very different strategies, one represented in males and the other in the females of a species. One could also ask why there are only two sexes, and why did most sexual species independently evolve these two strategies? We leave this fascinating topic for another time. The project:
Read instructions in the Project section. This time, you will not need any special equipment, but you will again need to put on your thinking caps! You can get up to 20 points for this part. After completing the project, send us:
• Filled in tables for Population A and B in Part 1.
• Answers to the questions mentioned in Part 1, Analysis section.
• Filled in sheets with individuals and gametes (Pages 5, 6, and 8 of the Project).
• Answers to the questions mentioned in Part 2, Analysis section.
• Required plots.
Also send us an explanation for your answers in the project section, so we can give you partial points if you get something almost-but not quite-right! Send the write-up of the project together with the answers to the Question section, preferably as a single PDF, by 23:59 on March 11, 2019 to evokurs@ist.ac.at. Population A Consider a sexually reproducing population consisting of 100 individuals, 50 males and 50 females. The individuals mate randomly and each female produces on average 2 offspring in her lifetime. The generations replace one another (the parent generation dies after lying eggs, immediately before the offspring hatch), and the sex ratio of the offspring produced by sexual reproduction within each generation is about 1:1.
Follow this population for 3 generations and write down the number of males and females in each generation.
In the fourth generation, one of the females mutates and is able to reproduce asexually-she can now produce offspring on her own. This female still produces 2 offspring in her lifetime, but unlike the sexually reproducing females, the asexual female will produce 2 genetically identical daughters, who will, in turn, reproduce asexually, creating 2 daughters each. Population B Everything is the same in population B as in population A, but each female is able to produce on average 3 offspring in her lifetime. Still, the sex ratio across the whole population in each generation of sexually produced individuals is about 1:1.
Follow the fate of this population for the next 8 generations and write down the number of males, sexual females, and asexual females in each generation in
Follow this population for 3 generations and write down the numbers of males and females in each generation.
Also in this population, an asexual female arises in the fourth generation. In this case, the asexual female is able to produce 3 asexual females during her lifetime, and each of these produce 3 asexual daughters and so on. Table 2 (or create a similar table in a table editor 
Follow the fate of this population for the next 8 generations (or more if necessary to answer the questions) and write down the number of males, sexual females, and asexual females in each generation in
Analysis
1. In which generation will the asexual individuals represent about half of the entire population A? What about population B? 2. In which generation will the asexual individuals outnumber the sexual individuals in population A? In population B? 3. Is it possible that the sexually reproducing individuals will eventually disappear from the population, and the whole population will become asexual? If yes, specify the circumstances under which that would happen. If not, explain why.
Part 2: Adapt and survive (in a changing environment)
Imagine a population of moths that spend their resting time sitting on tree trunks or on the walls of buildings. The color of their wings is coded for by two genes on one chromosome, each with two possible variants (alleles): dark and light. The more dark alleles an individual has, the darker its wings: an individual with four light alleles will be white, while an individual with four dark alleles will be the darkest, almost black. For many generations, the white (all light alleles) or slightly grey (only one dark allele) individuals were most common in the population, since they would blend the best with the surfaces on which they rest. However, due to smog and pollution, the environment has started to change: tree trunks and building walls are getting darker. The light-colored individuals stand out against the darkening trunks and can be easily spotted by the birds that eat them, while darker individuals blend in with the surroundings and survive.
Scenario 1: Sexually reproducing population
Look at the scheme and read the instructions describing how sexual reproduction works in this population. 4. Individuals mate, and each female can have multiple partners. By combining 2 gametes, a new individual is conceived. In total, 20 new fertilized eggs are produced and form generation 2. After laying their eggs, the parent generation dies. 5. Although all 20 individuals hatch, half of the moths are eaten by birds before they reach maturity. Only ten of the darkest moths survive to adulthood and mate, as they are the best suited to the new environment. Your task
